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1. INTRODUCTION 
In several recent papers [l-5], bifurcation theorems have been proved for 
potential operators. The purpose of this study is to prove a sharper result of this 
nature for odd potential operators. In doing so we will employ a topological index 
alternative to the notions of genus, Ljusternik-Schnirelman category, etc., which 
may also be of use in other problems. 
To describe our work more fully, let E be a real Hilbert space and Q a neigh- 
borhood of 0 in E. Suppose f is a twice continuously FrCchet differentiable real 
valued map on Q, i.e., f E C2(D, rW) withf(0) = 0. Some standard remarks are 
in order. The FrCchet derivative off at u E ~2, f’(u), is a linear map from E to [w 
sof’(~) E E’, the dual space of E. Since E is self-dual we can and will interpret 
the map u +f’(u) as a map from E to E. We further assumef’(u) = Lu + H(u) 
where L is linear and H(u) = o(li u !I) at u = 0. For A E Iw, consider the equation 
f’(U) = Au. (1.1) 
A solution of (1.1) is a pair (h, u) E R x E. Our above assumptions imply 
{(h, 0) 1 X E rW} are solutions of (1.1) and they shall be referred to as the trivial 
solutions of (1 .l). A trivial solution (p, 0) is called a bifurcation point if every 
neighborhood of (p, 0) contains nontrivial solutions. It is well known and easily 
shown that a necessary condition for (p, 0) to be a bifurcation point is that 
p E u(L), the spectrum of L. Under mild additional hypotheses, this necessary 
condition is also sufficient. (See e.g. [5] for references). 
In some applications, e.g., to buckling problems in elasticity theory, solutions 
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of (1.1) represent the possible equilibrium states of a physical system depending 
on a parameter h. It is therefore of interest to study the solution set of (1.1) as a 
function of h. Moreover, in such problems it is often the case that f  is even and 
therefore solutions of (1.1) occur in pairs (h, 3~). Our goal here is to give lower 
bounds for the number of nontrivial solutions of (1.1) near a bifurcation point 
as a function of h whenfis even. Our main result is 
THEOREM 1.2. Let E be a real Hilbert space, 8 a neighborhood of 0 in E, and 
f  E P(sZ, Iw) where f  is even and f’(u) = Lu + H(u) with L linear and H(u) = 
o(l/ u 11) at II = 0. Suppose TV E a(L) is an isolated eigenvabe of L of multiplicity 
n < 00. Then either (i) b, 0) is not an isolated solution of (1 .l) in {p} x E OY (ii) 
there exist left and right na’ghborhoods, Jl and YV , of p in [w and integers k, m > 0 
such that k + m 3 n and if X E Yl (resp. Yr), (1.1) possesses at least k (resp. m) 
distinct pairs of nontrivial solutions. Moreover, as h + p,, these solutions converge 
to (p, 0). 
Remark 1.3. Either $L or 3r may be empty. A characterization of k and m 
will be given in the course of the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 1.2 improves earlier results in this direction due to Clark [3] and 
Rabinowitz [5]. Other work on (1.1) f  or f  even has been carried out by Bijhme [I] 
and Marino [2] who studied the solutions of (I .I) near (p, 0) as a function of 
p = 11 u //. They showed in particular that under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2, 
for each p > 0, there are at least 71 distinct pairs of solutions (h(p), &u(p)) of (1.1) 
having 11 u(p)11 = p and (A(p), u(p)) -+ (p, 0) as p + 0. Thus Theorem 1.2 is a 
natural complement to the Biihme-Marino result. We suspect that there is a 
better approach to (1.1) by means of which both Theorem 1.2 and the p dependent 
result may be obtained simultaneously. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 will be given in Section 2. In brief the main steps 
are: (I) use a standard argument to reduce the problem of solving (1.1) near (p, 0) 
to that of determining the critical points (with respect to v) of a function g(h, v) 
defined near (p, 0) in [w x IWn; (2) work in an appropriately defined neighbor- 
hood, Q, of 0 in EP to construct several families of sets rj in $ and study their 
properties: (3) minimax g(h, v) over each of these families of sets thereby 
producing a set of numbers; (4) verify that each of these minimax values is a 
critical value of g(h, .) and that we obtain the required number of critical points. 
To define the sets in (2), we employ a notation of topological index different 
from that of genus [8, 91. This notion, in an equivalent form, was introduced 
first by Yang [IO, 11-j and appears also in Conner and Floyd [7] and in Holm and 
Spanier [16]. To avoid unduly interrupting the proof of Theorem 1.2 in 
Section 2, we state a lemma in Section 2 which asserts the existence of an index 
with the properties we require. In Section 3 we give a self-contained development 
of this index for the reader’s convenience and in order to develop some properties 
of this index which go beyond [7]. Th e relationship of this index to others that 
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has been employed earlier in critical point theory such as Ljusternik-Schnirelman 
category [6], coindex [7], genus [8, 91, and the indices of Yang [ 10, 1 I] will also 
be discussed in Section 3. 
The authors acknowledge with thanks several helpful conversations with 
Charles Conley. In particular we are indebted to him for a suggestion which led 
to the final form of Theorem 3.14. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we will carry out the proof of Theorem 1.2. To begin, observe 
that although E may be infinite-dimensional, we can reduce (1.1) to a finite- 
dimensional problem in a standard fashion using the method of Lyapunov- 
Schmidt. This has been done already e.g., in [5] but since it is brief we will 
include it here. Let N = N(L - PI), the null space ofL - ~1 and let Nl denote 
its orthogonal complement in E. Since N is n-dimensional, we can identify it 
with UP. 
If  u E E, u = v  + w with v  E N, and w E NL. Letting P and Pl denote, 
respectively, the orthogonal projectors of E onto N and Nl, we see (1.1) is 
equivalent to the pair of equations 
(9 (p - A)” + PH(v + w) = 0, 
(2-l) 
(ii) (L - hl)w + PlH(v + w) G F(X, v, w) = 0. 
Note that F(p, 0, 0) = 0 and the FrCchet derivative of F with respect to w at 
(p, 0, 0), F&, 0,O) = L - ~1 which is an isomorphism from N’ to Nl. 
Consequently by the implicit function theorem, (2.l)(ii) can be solved for 
w =m y(& v) in a neighborhood, 0, of &, 0) E [w x N with ‘p E Cl(0, Nl). Sincef 
is even in u, it follows that v(/\, v) is odd in v. Moreover, since H(u) = o(II u 11) at 
u = 0, (2.l)(ii) shows cp(h, v) = -(L - U)-lP-‘-f?(v + y~(h, v)) = o(jj v 11) at 
v  = 0 uniformly for ;\ near TV (where the inverse is relative to Nl). Thus solving 
(1.1) for (h, U) near (CL, 0) in R x E is equivalent to solving (2.1)(i) for (X, v) near 
(p, 0) in R X N. 
The next step in the proof is to define 
g(A v) = f(v + dk 4) - Gw(/I v /I2 + II AA IN”>* (2.2) 
Note that g is even in v  since f is even and v  is odd in v. A simple computation 
shows that for fixed h, critical points of g are solutions of (2.1)(i). Thus to prove 
Theorem 1.2, it suffices to determine lower bounds for the number of critical 
points of g(h, .) near v  = 0 for X fixed near p, 
From (2.2), 
g,Q, v) = (P - 4v + pf+ + FJ(k a. (2.3) 
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The right-hand side of (2.3) is continuously differentiable. Hence g(h, V) is a Ca 
function of r~ near o = 0 even though pl(A, w) and f(~ + ~(h, w)) are only con- 
tinuously differentiable in w. Consider the ordinary differential equation 
Wdt = -&l-c, 4)s 
VW, 4 = x, 
(2.4) 
for x near 0 in N. If v = 0 is not an isolated critical point of g(p, o), then we 
obtain (i) of Theorem 1.2. Thus now and henceforth we can assume there is a 
neighborhood, V, of 0 in N such that 0 is the unique critical point of g(,u, v) in V. 
LEMMA 2.5. There is a constant c > 0 and a symmetric open neighborhood 
Q of 0, Q C V such that g is compact and 
1” ifx~Q, I&,x)I cc; 
2” if x E Q, then #(t, x) E Q for all t sattifying / g(p, #(t, x))j < c; 
3” ifx E aQ, j g(p, x)1 = c or #(t, x) E aQfor all t such that 1 g(p, #(t, x))i < c. 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.5 can be found in [5]. Q is simply the union of 
all orbit segments #(t, x), for x appropriately chosen near 0, which lie in 
g(p, *)-l(-c, c) for c sufficiently small. 
Remark 2.6. For future reference observe that if x E Q, the orbit #(t, x) can 
only leave Q by crossing g(p, .)-l(-c). Note also that {x E Q 1 g&, x) = C} may 
be empty. This occurs when g(p, .) has an isolated local maximum at u = 0. 
Similarly {x E & I g&, x) = -c) may be empty. 
Given the existence of Q, we obtain a standard sort of “deformation theorem.” 
For z E R, let A,, = {x E & ) g(h, x) < z} and K,, = {x EAT, j g(A, x) = x, 
gv(4 4 = 01. 
LEMMA 2.7. If x E [w, cl > 0, and U is any neighborhood of K,, , then there -- 
exists an E E (0, EJ and ai 7 E C([O, l] x Q, Q) such that 
1” q(t, v) is odd in v; 
2” T)(t, v) = w ;f #g(h, *)-‘[.z - El , z + El]; 
3” q(t, v) is a homeomorphism of g to r](t, &) for each t E [0, I]; 
4” ~(L4,+,\~) c -4,z-E; 
Proof. This lemma is the same as Lemma 1.19 in [5]. It is in the proof 
of this lemma that the special features of Q play a role. 
Next we require a suitable notion of index. We identify N with EP and set 
B,(y) = (x E IP 1 1 x - y j < p}. Let 8 denote the set of compact subsets of 
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R”\(O) which are symmetric with respect to the origin. N will denote the non- 
negative integers. 
LEMMA 2.8. There exists an index theory, i.e., a mapping Q --f N, A ---f Index A, 
possessing the properties 
1”ifA==~,IndexA=O;ifA~~,IndexA>1;ifA=(x,--x}, 
Index A = 1; 
2” if A, B E d and there is an odd map # E C(A, B), then Index A < Index B. 
If $ is also a homeomorphism of A onto B, then Index A = Index B; 
3” Index(A u B) < Index A + Index B; 
4” if A E b, there exists a 6 > 0 and a uniform neighborhood of A, N,(A) = 
{x E [w” I ~ x - A 1 < S} such that Index N,(A) = Index A; 
5” if U is a symmetric bounded open neighborhood of 0 in Iw”, Index ZU = n; 
6” let p > 0, K E G with K n B,(O) = M. Let T > 0 and suppose 
8: K x [0, T] + R”\(O) is an imbedding (i.e., 0 is a one-one mapping) such that 
B(x, 0) = x, x E K and 0(., t) is odd on K for each t. Then, if B(K x (7)) C B,(O), 
Index(B(K s [0, T]) n aB,(O)) = Index K. 
We remark that it is the need for an index theory satisfying 6” that requires us 
to go beyond the usual indices used in critical point theory, in particular, genus, 
or Ljusternik-Schirelman category. We leave the precise definition of Index and 
the verification of its basic properties until Section 3 and proceed now to complete 
the proof of Theorem 1.2 making use of Lemma 2.8. 
Let Sf = {x E V\(O) 1 #(x, t) C V for all t > 0} and 
S- = {x E V\(O) / z/(x, t) C V for all t < O}. 
It is not difficult to see that either S+ or S- is nonempty [5]. In fact both are 
nonempty unless o = 0 is an isolated local maximum or minimum for g(p, .). 
Let T+ = Sf r\ aQ and T- = S-- n aQ. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is now a 
consequence of the following three results. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose Index T- = k > 0. Then there is a left neighborhood 
jz of p such that for each X E 9t , g(X, .) p assesses at least k distinct pairs of nontrivial 
critical points. These points converge to 0 as X - P-L-. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Suppose Index T-i- = m > 0. Then there is a right neighbor- 
hood 3r of p such that for each X E .$. , g(h, .) p assesses at least m distinct pairs of 
nontrivial critical points. These points converge to 0 as X - ~4.. 
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LEMMA 2.11. Index T- + Index T+ > 71. 
To establish Theorem 2.9, we require several families of sets, I’j , which are 
constructed next. Suppose Index T- = k. For KC T- we define 0(K) = 
Q& x> I (6 x) E (-co, 0) x a i.e., we cone K over 0 using the flow #. Now let 
~=~x~wBlx is odd, one to one, and X(V) = v if er E T-}. For 1 < j < k, 
define 
Gj = {x(@(K)) 1 x E g, KC T-, and Index K > j}. 
Observe that 6 E 9 and A E Gj implies that B(A) E Gi . Finally for 1 < j ,< k, 
define 
I’j={A\YIAEG,,forsomeq,j<q<k,YEb,andIndexY<q-j}. 
LEMMA 2.12. The sets rj possess the properties 
1” rj+rCr., 1 <j<k-I; 
2” ifxESaandBEI’j, thenX(B)crj; 
3” z~B~I’jandZ~&‘withIndexZ<s<j,thenB\Z~rj-s. 
Proof. 1” is obvious. To verify 2”, let B E rj . Therefore B = A\Y with 
AEG~, YE&‘, and IndexY <q-j. If xeg, then x(m) = x(A\Y) = 
x(A)\x(Y). But x(A) E G, by an above remark, x(Y) EB, and Index x(Y) = 
Index Y by 2” of Lemma 2.8. Hence x(B) E I’, . Finally to prove 3”, let B = A\Y 
-- 
as in 2”. Therefore B\Z = A\Y\Z = A\(Y u 2). Since A E G, and 
Index(YuZ)<q-j+s=q-(j-s) 
by 3” of Lemma 2.8, it follows that B\Z E r,-, . 
Proof of Theorem 2.9. Define 
cj = inf maxg(h, v), 
Ad-,, ZIEA 
1 <j<k. (2.13) 
By 1” of Lemma 2.12, c, < c2 < ... < cg . We will further show: (i) cr > 0; 
(ii) ci is a critical value of g(h, 0) with a corresponding critical point in Q. (Since 
ci > 0, this critical point is nontrivial.) (iii) If cj+i = *.. = cj+, = d, (i.e., d is 
what we might call a degenerate critical value of g(h, .)), then Index KAd > p. 
(iv) As /\ + II-, any critical points corresponding to ci , 1 < j < k, converge to 
v = 0. By 1” and 2” of Lemma 2.8, if Index A > 1, A contains infinitely many 
distinct pairs of points. Hence Theorem 2.9 is a consequence of (ii)-( 
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To prove (i), observe first from (2.2) that 
g@, v> = ((P - w9 II 0 II2 + iw - w ?a 4, dk 4) + 4w + dh 4) 
(2.14) 
where (., 0) denotes the inner product in E, h’ = H, and h(0) = 0. Since 
d4 4 = 41 v II> at z, = 0 uniformly for h near p and h(u) = o(]l u 11”) at u = 0, 
the dominating term in g for ZI near 0 is ((~1 - h))/2) jl v jj2. Therefore there is a 
p > 0, p depending on A, such that for A < p and 0 < 11 a 11 < p, 
& 4 2 (CP - h)/4) II a 112* (2.15) 
We can further assume B,(O) n aQ = @. Now choose any B E r, . Then 
B = x(@(K))\Y where KC T-, Index K = 4 2 1, YE b, and Index Y < 
q - 1. For 7, depending on x and K, sufficiently large, X($(--T, K)) C B,(O). By 
6” of Lemma 2.8. 
Index x($([-T, 0] x K)) n aB,(O) = Index K = q. 
Now 2” and 3” of Lemma 2.8 together with (2.16) show 
(2.16) 
Index B n i?B,(O) = Index[x(@(K)) n i3B,(O)]\Y 
>, Index x(@(k)) n i?B,(O) - Index Y > q - (q - 1) > 0. 
(2.17) 
Therefore 1” of Lemma 2.8 and (2.17) yield that B n aB,(O) # O. Hence 
YE7 go9 4 2 ,g$ & 4 b G - X)/4) P2 (2.18) 
via (2.15). Thus ci > $(/J - A) p2 > 0 by (2.18). 
To prove (ii), suppose that cj is not a critical value of g(h, .). Then by 
Lemma 2.7 with z = cj and e1 < z, there is an E E (0, l 1) and a mapping 
@) = 17(l) 0) E C( !29 0) such that 6 is odd in v and 
@A uj+J C 4el-e . (2.19) 
For h near CL, g(h, *) < 0 on T-. Hence by 2” and 3” of Lemma 2.7, e(o) = TJ 
for v E T- and 0 is one-one on Q. Therefore 6 E 9. Choose B E rj so that 
I;eyg(A, v, < cj + E* (2.20) 
By 2” of Lemma 2.12, B(B) E rj . Consequently 
v:, & 4 a cj + (2.21) 
But (2.21) contradicts (2.19)-(2.20) so ci is a critical value of g(h, a). 
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A similar argument establishes (iii). Suppose Index & < p. By 4” of 
Lemma 2.8, there is a 6 > 0 so that Index Nd(Khd) = Index & < p. Invoking 
Lemma 2.7 again with z = d and e1 < d, there exists an P E (0, el) and an odd -- 
map 0(n) = T( 1, V) E C(Q, Q) such that 0 E F and 
W,,+,\NdLd C Au-e . (2.22) 
Choose B E I’,,, so that 
~~~g(/\,v)~d+~=~j+p+~. (2.23) 
By 3” of Lemma 2.12, B\N,(K,,) E rj+l and by 2” of the same lemma 
B(B\N,(K,,)) _= ME Pj+l . Therefore 
But (2.24) contradicts (2.22)-(2.23). 
Finally to prove (iv), observe that g(h, v) -+g(p, V) uniformly for er E Q as 
X -+ t.~, Moreover, @(T-) E rj for 1 < j < K and if v E Q(P), g(p, n) < 0. 
Since 0 E @(T-), 
max g(p, V) = 0. 
tGD(T-) 
Therefore as h --t p-, 
0 < c,(h) < max g(h, V) + 0. 
ZIEO(T) 
Thus if r+(h) is a critical point of g(X, .) in Q with g(h, vi(X)) = c#), we can find 
a sequence&h, + TV SO that vj(h,) ---f v with g&, V) = 0 and g&, V) = 0. But 0 
is the unique critical point of g&, *) in Q. Hence as h -+ CL, v#) + 0. The proof 
of Theorem 2.9 is now complete. 
Proof of Corollary 2.10. Repalce g(h, V) by -g(A, v). The result is then 
immediate from Theorem 2.9. 
Proof of Lemma 2.11. The proof is based on that of Lemma 2.7 of [5]. Let 
p > 0 with B,,(O) C V. By Lemma 2.5 with V replaced by B,(O), we can find a 
neighborhood Qb of 0 having the same properties as Q with c replaced by b. If 
v E aQ1, n g&, .)-l( --b), there is a unique T(V) > 0 so that g(cL, #(h(v), v)) = -c. 
Moreover, the map e(v) = #(< ), ) v v is odd and is in C(aQ, ng&, .)-l(A), 
aQ n g(p, a)-l(-c)) with 0(8- n aQ,> = T-. Since Index T- = K, by 2” and 
4” of Lemma 2.8, there is a 6 > 0 so that Index(N*(T-) n aQ) = K. We claim 
for p sufficiently small, 13(aQ, n g(p, .)-l(-b)) C N,(T-) n aQ. For otherwise 
there exist sequences pm --+ 0, b, + 0, and x,,, E B,,(O) such that g(p, x,) = 
b, > 0 and (6(~(x,,J, x,) E aQ but X, 4 N,(T-). Clearly along a subsequence 
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#(T(~~,J, xm) ---f y E aQ and y 4 T-. But since xVl + 0, T(x,,J + co. Therefore 
y E T-, a contradiction, and we can find p as above. 
By 2” of Lemma 2.8, 
Index S- n aQr, = Index T- = k 
Hence all inequalities in (2.25) are equalities. Similarly 
< Index(aQb n g(p, *)--l (A)) < Index N,(P) n i3Q = k. 
(2.25) 
Index(aQ, ng& .)-l(b)) = m = Index T+. (2.26) 
If o E aQr,\g@, .)-l(--b), there is a unique t(v) < 0 so that gb, #(t(v), ZJ)) = b. 
It follows that f(v) = #(t(v), V) is a continuous odd map of aQB\g&, .)-l(A) onto 
aQb n g&, .)-l(b). Hence by 2” of Lemma 2.8 again, 
Index(aQb\g(p, *J-l C--b) < Index(aQt, n goL, *j--l (b)) 
= m < Index(aQt,\g(p, *)-l (A)). (2.27) 
Thus we have equality in (2.27). Combining (2.25), (2.27) and 3”, and 5” of 
Lemma 2.8 yields 
n = Index aQb 
< Index(aQ,\g(p, .)-l (A)) + Index(aQ, n g(p, .)-l (-4)) = m + k 
and the proof of Lemma 2.11 is complete. 
(2.28) 
3. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF INDEX 
The concepts of (Ljusternik-Schnirelmann) category as well as that of genus 
(called B-index by Yang [lo] an d coindex by Conner and Floyd 171) have played 
a useful role in problems involving the existence of critical points. We give here 
a self-contained development of an alternative notion of index which is equivalent 
in a restricted category to the index introduced by Yang [I l] and which appears 
in Conner and Floyd [7] and Holm and Spanier [16]. This index has the proper- 
ties usually enjoyed by these notions as well as one important additional one 
(Theorem 3.14 below). These properties were used in Section 2 and summarized 
in Lemma 2.8 with 6” corresponding to Theorem 3.14 below. 
We work with the category V of compact metric spaces which admit a free 
&-action. More precisely, an object of 9 is a pair (X, T) where X is a compact 
metric space and T: X-+ X is a fixed point free homeomorphism of period 2. 
The morphsims of V are equivariant maps. i.e., given (X, T) and (X’, T’) in 97 a 
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morphism f: (X, 2’) + (X’, T’) is a (continuous) map f: X + x’ such that 
f(W = T’f(x), f or x E X. Thus, compact symmetric subsets of a normed 
linear space are then objects in q and odd maps between such subsets are 
morphisms in V. A fortiori, then the category d of symmetric subsets of some 
lP\O is included in V. 
Given (X, 7’) E V, X = X/T is the corresponding orbit space and the map 
q:X+Lf h’h’d nt’fi w ic 1 e r es x and TX is a two-fold covering map. 
As usual, we will denote by S”, the direct limit of the sequence of spheres of 
ascending dimension S1 C S2 C S3 C ..., i.e., S” = (Jfi Sk. Sm admits the 
antipodal action and Pm, the corresponding infinite-dimensional projective 
space, is on one hand the orbit space Sm/T, and on the other, the direct limit of 
the projective spaces P1 C P2 C P3 C . .s. It is easy to see that there exist equivariant 




a f l P” 
where the vertical maps are the two-fold covering maps andfis naturally induced 
by5 We call any such (f, f”) a cZuss$ying map for (X, q, x). 
Remark 3.1. Both S” and Pm receive the weak (=direct limit, =inductive) 
topology. For example, UC S” is open if, and only if U n Sk is open is Sk for 
all k = 1, 2,... . It then follows easily that every compact subset of Sm(Pm) 
lies in some Sk(Pk) for k sufficiently large. 
Remark 3.2. We employ Tech cohomology with Z, coefficients and the nota- 
tion HQ(X) stands for H*(X, Z,). We also use the fact that the H, cohomology of 
the real projective space Pn is the polynomial ring over Z, on one indeterminate 
u E Hl(P”), truncated by the relation u n+l = 0. Recall also that the inclusion 
map i: Pn -+ Pn+l induces an isomorphism i*: H*(P”+l) -+ HQ(P”) for q < n. 
We now give the definition of index which we will employ. Let (X, T) denote 
an object of V, as above, and let (f,p) d enote a classifying map and N chosen so 
that f(X) C SN. Then set ~(f, p) equal to the max k such that f”*(&) # 0 where 
f  *: H”(PN) ---f H”(x) 
is induced by fi X ---) PN. Observe that v(f,.p) is independent of N and that 
df, f) d dim x. 
PROPOSITION-DEFINITION 3.3. Set 
index X = v(f,p) 
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for any classifying map (f,,j), [OY alternativelyfor any equivariant mapf : S ---+ S”]. 
Then, index X is independent of the choice of (f,f). 
Proof. In order to prove independence of (f,j) let (g, 2) denote another 
classifying map and choose IV such that 
We imbed X in the Hilbert cube Q”. If 7: X -+ Q” is such an imbedding, then 
5: X-t Qu x Qm defined by l(x) = (x, T x is an equivariant imbedding using ) 
the action S(U, v) = (v, U) on QU x Q”. Recall now that 7(X) in Q” can be 
approximated by polyhedra in the following sense: For every E > 0 there is a set 
K, such 7(X) C int K, C U, C Q” where U, is the E-neighborhood of X, and 
K, is homeomorphic to P, x Qw where P, is a finite polyhedron. A simple 
modification of this yields the following 
LEMMA 3.4. For every E > 0 there is an invariant set K, C QW x QW, (i.e., 
(u, v) E K, o (v, u) E KJ on which S acts freely such that 
[(X)CintK,CK,C U,CQ” x Q” 
where U, is the l -nghd of c(X) in Qw x Q” and K, is homeomorphic to P, x QW 
where P, is a$nite polyhedron. 
Now, using the above lemma we may identify X with c(X) and T with S, so 
that X C Q” x Q”. We may extend the equivariant maps f and g to a neighbor- 
hood V of X in Q” x Q” and hence to equivariant maps 
F: K, + SN G: K, + SN 
where X C K, C V and K, is homeomorphic to P, x Q”, as in the above lemma. 
Now, we may appeal to the fact that S” + Pa is a universal principal &bundle 
to prove that % - G: Kc + P”. Alternatively, working separately on the 
components of K, , one shows that 
where p+ and e, are the homomorphisms induced by P and G, and then this 
forces P - G since Pm is a K(Z, , 1) (see [12, p. 4271). Hence, for a large positive 
integer M we have 
and hence!* = d*: H*(P) -+ N*(X) and thus v(f,f) = q(g, 2). 
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Remark 3.5. We adopt the convention that the index of the null set is - 1 and 
if X is a nonempty set in V with f*(u) = 0 above, then index X = 0. Also, 
notice thatj *(u”) = 0 impliesf” *(uz) = 0 for 1 > k. We might also note here that 
a more inclusive notation would be index (X, T) rather than index X, since T 
plays a vital role. However, T is not usually displayed, by convention. 
We now investigate the basic properties of this index. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. index X < dim X. 
Proof. This is immediate because P(X) = 0 for 4 > dim X, where 
dim X refers to the covering dimension of X [13]. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. If g: X -+ Y is equivariant, i.e., zfg is a morphism of the 
category V, then index X < index Y. 
Proof. Let (f,f) denote a classifying map for Y. Then, we have the diagram 
where (h = fg, x = j2) is a classifying map for X. If index Y = k, then for 
j>k 
and hence index X < k = index Y. 
COROLLARY 3.8. If X C Y, then index X < index Y. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let Kl 1 K, 1 ... 3 K, 1 K,,, 3 ..* denote a descending 
sequence of compacta in V with X = n K,, and all receiving their free &-action by 
restricting that of Kl . Then, for some p, , index K, = index X, p > p, . 
Proof. We know that index X < index K, for every p, since XC K, . 
Therefore, it suffices to show that for some p, , index K, < index X for p >, p0 . 
Given an equivariant map j: X -+ SN C S”, we may extend f to a neighborhood 
(in KJ of X and hence we may assume without loss that f extends to F: Kl -+ 
SN C Sm. Let F, = F / K, and consider the diagram 
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where i,: XC K, and j,,,: K,,, C K, are inclusion maps. Then, we have an 
induced diagram 
H’W A lim H*(K,) ,B H’(p) 
where 01 = m i,* is an isomorphism using the continuity property of Tech 
theory, p = hf19* and 010 p =f*: H*(PN) + Hg(z). Suppose now that 
index X = k. Then, since j *(z&r) = 0 and 01 is an isomorphism it follows that 
pgO(~k+l) = 0 for some p, and hence for every p 3 p, . Thus, index k; < k for 
all p > p, and the result follows. 
COROLLARY 3.10. If X E I is a subset of liF\{O}, there is symmetric polyhedron 
K in IIF\ such that XC interior K and index X = index K. K may be chosen 
within any neighborhood of X and in fact K may be chosen as a smooth n-manifold 
with boundary. 
Proof. Given a neighborhood W of X choose a sufficiently fine smooth 
triangulation of [w”\(O) and let K denote a regular neighborhood of an appropriate 
subpolyhedron containing X. 
COROLLARY 3.11. If (X, T) E V, then X may be equivariantly imbedded in 
QU x Q” using the jip action S(u, v) = (v, u) on Qw x Qw. Identifring X with its 
image in Qw x Q” and T with S, there is a compact invariant set KC QLO x Q” 
such that XC int K, index X = index K and K is homeomorphic to P x Q” 
where P is a Jinite polyhedron. K may be chosen within any neighborhood of X. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Suppose X = A u B, with A, B, and X in G? and where A 
and B receive their free &-actions from X. Then, 
index X < index A + index B + 1. 
Proof. We will make use of the cup product in Tech theory over Z, (see 
P4, P. 2881) 
H”(X, A) &,, HQ(X, B) --, H’+“(X, A u B). 
Suppose index A = p, index B = p and index X = k. Let (f,f) be a classifying 
map for X, with (fi , fd and (h , fiJ serving as classifying maps for iz and B, 
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respectively, where fi = f 1 A and f2 = f 1 B. Then, for N sufficiently large, 
we have the diagram 
H”(PN) 
YlY 
Hm@) ~ f’i /;r H”Ta) 
ffmm 
and exact sequences for pairs 
.a. ---+ Hm(x, a) oL* H”(g) f_ Hm(a) 2 Hm+l(X, A) - ... 
.-- - Hm(X, 8) B* Hm(& r* H”(fJ) --% Hm+l(x, B) - . . . . 
Since 
0 =~*,P+, = pfyp+l), 
0 = J,*(ua+‘) = j*pp+l), 
we have x E HP+l(x, a), y E H’-‘+l(x, @ such that 
a*(x) = p *(zP+l), p*(y) = f*(uQ+l). 
Now, using the naturality of the cup product; 
H’+‘(x, A) @ HP+‘@, B) -+ H”+‘+‘(x, d u 8) 
1 
H’+‘(@ @ Ho+‘@) 
1 
- ,p+a+z(x) 
we see that x u y = 0 implies 
0 = J*(uP+l) uf(@+l) = j*@p+9+2)* 
Therefore, R < p + 4 + 1 and the proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. If U is a bounded symmetric open set in lR*+l containing the 
origin with boundary B = aU, then 
index B = n. 
Proof. One considers, as usual, the odd map f: B -+ Sn which takes x to 
x/l/ x I/. The map induces an injection 
f *: Hq(P”) + H@), 4 d 71. 
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The proof that p * is an injection is more or less classical and may be effected by 
using the transfer map (see [14, p. 3091) as follows. First, we may assume thatfis 
extended to an odd map f: UP-i-i---f Rn-+r such that f-l(P) = B. If we let 
Nn+l denote R?+l\{O} with anitpodes identified then f induces fl: Nnfl --f Nnfl 
with f--l(P) = B and f;r(o~) = opn where 
of) E H,+l(N”+l, N”+‘\B), op” E Hn+l(Nn+l, N”+l\P”) 
are fundamental classes over Z, . Then, according to [14], there is a transfer 
map (over Z,) 
f!: Hq(B;) + Hq(P”) 
which acts as a right inverse for-f”*: Hq(P”) + H@?).Thus,[* is an injection and 
this forces index B > n. Finally, since index B < dim B = n, we have the 
desired result. 
We now proceed to verify an important additional geometric property of 
index as defined above and which corresponds to 6” of Lemma 2.8. 
THEOREM 3.14. Assume the following: 
(i) Mn-l is a compact connected symmetric manifold in W\(O) separating W 
into components U and c 
(ii) A is a symmetric compact subset of U, 
(iii) q~ A x [0, T] -+ W\(O) is a symmetric imbedding (q(-x, t) = -~(x, t)) 
such that p)(a, 0) = a, a E A, and v(A x T) C V. 
Then, ;f we set C = M”-l n ~J(A x [0, T]), we have index C = index A. 
The proof of this theorem will make use of the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.15. Suppose Nn is a manifold and XC Nn is a compact 
subset of N” separating N”, say Nn\X = U 1 V, so that ff n Y = X. Let A 
denote a compact space, I = [0, I], and q: A x I + N” an imbedding such that 
v(A x {O})C Uandy(A x {l})C V.Ifweset 
C = v(A x I) n X, g = projr 0 v--l: p(A x I) -+ A, 
andg,, = g 1 C, then 
g,*: Hq(A) -+ H”(C) 
is injective (one-to-one).for all q > 0 (any coefficients). 
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Proof. There is no loss in identifying A and &4 x (0}) and also assuming 
that ~(a, 0) = a, a E A. We introduce the notation 
B = cp(A x l), 
A’ = i7 n t&4 x I), 
B’ = B n f&4 x I), 
and notice that 
A’ u B’ = v(A x I), A’ n B’ = C. 
Furthermore, the inclusion maps 
A --% A’ u B’, B L A’ u B’ 
are homotopy equivalences and g,, serves as a homotopy inverse for CL We also 
introduce the inclusion maps, 
i1: A’ + A’ u B’, i2: B’ -+ A’ u B’, 
j,: A’ n B’ -+ A, 1;: A’n B’-+ B’, 
k,: A -+ A’, k,: B + B’. 
Then, i1 * kr = 01 and iz . k, = /I implies the induced maps i1* and iz* on 
cohomology are both injections. Consider now the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for 
A’ u B’, 
----+ H’(A’ u B’) c, H*(A’) @ W’(B’) & Ha(A’ n B’) --+ 
where 5 = (iI*, -is*) and 7 =ir* +ia*. This forcesj,*: HQ(A’) + HQ(A’ n B’) 
to be an injective as follows. Supposejr*(u’) = 0. Then, for somey E I+(A’ u B’) 
we have 
5(y) = (a’, 0) = (4*(y), --i,*(y)) 
and hence iz*(y) = 0. This forces y = 0 and hence a’ = 0. Now, consider the 
retraction g, = gil of A’ to A. Since g&r = idA , g,* is an injection and hence 
the diagram 
HG(A’) ‘I* --+ H*(A’ n B’) 
A /A 
H, (4 
shows that g,* is an injection. 
580/26/1-5 
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Proof of Theorem 3.14. Let N” denote R”\(O) with antipodal points identified 
and apply Proposition 3.15 in N” with X = Mn-l as follows. Set 
g = projr . v-r: +I X I) --t A, 
c = M-1 n c$l(A x I). 
Let A, c, 2 denote the corresponding objects in N” and by Proposition 3.15 




and f-*(d) f 0 if, and only if, &,*f-*(&) f 0 and the theorem follows. 
Remark 3.16. Proposition 3.15 may also be employed to give an alternative 
proof of Proposition 3.13. 
We indicated at the beginning of this section that this notion of index is 
equivalent in a restricted category to that introduced by Yang in [l 11. We develop 
this further now. 
Let 2? denote the category whose objects are pairs (X, T) with X a compact 
Hausdorff space and T a fixed point free involution on X, and whose morphisms 
are equivariant maps. The following definition is an equivalent formulation of 
Yang’s index (see [I I], Section 3.6). 
DEFINITION 3.17. Given (X, T) E &‘-, the Yang index of (X, T), denoted by 
Yang index X, is the largest integer n such that for any equivariant map 
f : X + Y, with (Y, S) E A? arbitrary, 
is nontrivial, using Tech homology with &-coefficients, where X and P are the 
orbit spaces X/T, Y/S, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 3.18. For (X, T) E g 
Yang index X = index X. 
Proof. The proof will make use of duality in Tech theory [ 13, 1.51 which takes 
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the following form. On the category of compact spaces X, there are natural 
transformations v and I,A 
W(X) --% [HQ(X)]* -b H,(X) 
which are isomorphisms for each X, where [H*(X)] * is the dual over Z, of HP(X). 
We also make use of the fact that if (Y, T) E 27, there is a finite complex K which 
admits a free &-action and an equivariant map h: Y -P K. K is, in fact, the nerve 
of an appropriate finite cover of Y and h a barycentric mapping (see [l I]). 
Now, suppose (X, 7’) E %? and (Y, S) E S” and letf : X--f Y be an equivalent 
map. Then we have a diagram 
W(X) * [H”(z)]* II, H,(T) 
&) ‘f*)*l I* P ---s [F(P)]* 2--+ H,(P). 
Iff* # 0 for every Y, then this is so for Y = SN andf*(Ug) # 0 for Y = PN. 
Thus, index X 3 Yang index X. On the other hand, to show index X < 
Yang index X, suppose Y is chosen so that f.+ = 0. First choose K as above and 
an equivariant map g: Y + K and then an equivariant map h: K + SN for N 
sufficiently large. Now, (hgf), = h,g,f, = 0 and hence (hgf)* = 0, where 
(hgf)“: ET’+-“) -+ W(x). 
This shows, index X < Yang index X and the proof is complete. 
Let us recall the notion of genus which may be derived from Yang’s notion of 
B-index (or the notion of coindex of Conner-Floyd). Given (X, T) E x, 
B-index X is the minimum k such that X admits an equivariant map f : X -+ Sk. 
Then, we have, for (X, T) E %‘, 
Yang index X = index X < B-index X. 
Furthermore, for any symmetric compact subset X in a linear space, we have 
(directly from definitions) 
genus X = B-index X + 1. 
It is, therefore, convenient to increase the index by 1 and define the notion of 
Index X as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.19. For (X, T) E V, set 
Index X = index X + 1. 
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Remark 3.20. Clearly then 
Index X -< genus S 
and we note that in [IO] Yang has an example of a symmetric imbedding of a 
polyhedron K in R* such that 
Yang index K = 1, B-index K = 2. 
Since Yang index K == index K (by Theorem 3.17) we see that 
Index K < genus K 
so that the Index we have introduced may be strictly less than genus. 
Finally one can translate the above relationships to those between Ljsternik- 
Schnirelman category and Index using the equivalence between genus and 
category in the appropriate setting (see [9]). 
Lemma 2.8 was stated in terms of “Index.” Basically the propositions we 
proved for “index” remain valid for “Index” with minor arithmetic changes. 
For example, 
(3.5)’ X # o implies Index X > 1 and Index(m) = 0; 
(3.6)’ IndexX < dim X + 1; 
(3.12)’ Index (A u B) < Index A + Index B; 
(3.13)’ Index B = n + 1, where B is the boundary of a symmetric 
bounded open neighborhood of 0 in W-l-l, e.g., Index Sn = 71 + 1, n > 0. 
Thus, the material in this section constitutes a proof of Lemma 2.8. 
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